When you go down the RER at Massy-Palaiseau, you have to follow the direction « Sortie – Massy Atlantis »

You have to take the turnstiles.

Depending on the side you arrive, you have to go left, or right.

In any case, still follow the sign « Sortie Massy Atlantis ».
When you see a green point of sale, you know you have to take the stairs right on the left of it. Know that to take the bus, you cannot use the same ticket as your RER ticket. You will have to buy another one:

- **Payement by credit card**: You can use the green point of sale
- **Payement by cash**: You could pay directly in the bus

Here is what you should see taking the stairs.

Then, you want to reach the bus.

You can also use the elevator if you wish, on the left of the stairs.
Keep going straight on until your bus station:

There is your bus station. «Polytechnique / Saclay».
Your bus number is 91.06